We notice signature of extreme events-like behavior in a laser based Ikeda map. The trajectory of the system occasionally travels a large distance away from the bounded chaotic region, which appears as intermittent spiking events in the temporal dynamics. The large spiking events satisfy the conditions of extreme events as usually observed in dynamical systems. The probability density function of the large spiking events shows a long-tail distribution consistent with the characteristics of rare events. The inter-event intervals obey a Poisson-like distribution. We locate the parameter regions of extreme events in phase diagrams. Furthermore, we study two Ikeda maps to explore how and when extreme events terminates via mutual interaction. A pure diffusion of information exchange is unable to terminate extreme events where synchronous occurrence of extreme events is only possible even for large interaction. On the other hand, a threshold-activated coupling can terminate extreme events above a critical value of mutual interaction.
Rare and recurrent large amplitude deviations of normally bounded dynamics are seen in many systems. Such occasional large amplitude spiking events are larger than a nominal value and their statistical distribution of occurrences shows qualitative similarities, in dynamical sense, with data records of natural disasters, rogue waves, tsunami, flood and share market crashes. These observations draw attention of researchers to investigate similar sudden large intermittent events in dynamical systems for developing an understanding of the origin of extreme events and exploring the possibilities of prediction. A laser based Ikeda map was studied earlier to profess the origin of a new dynamical phenomenon, namely, interior crisis, that leads to a sudden expansion of a chaotic attractor. This sudden expansion of attractor is not always a permanent property of the system, and it could be intermittent, which shows similarities with extreme events and this signature was overlooked earlier. Here we explore this extreme value dynamical features of the Ikeda map to confirm the phenomenon and the statistical properties of events. An investigation with two coupled maps has also been made in search of an appropriate coupling scheme that is able to terminate these undesirable extreme events.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extraordinary immense events such as rogue waves in the ocean 1 , harmful algal blooms in marine ecosystems 2 , epidemics, other natural events such as floods, tsunamis, earthquakes, cyclones, droughts 3 are extreme events when sudden and rare changes in the nominal behavior are noticed. Man-made systems such as large-scale power blackouts in power supply 9 are also examples of extreme events. Similar characteristic behaviors are noticed in many dynamical systems where intermittent large deviations in amplitude of a state variable are seen in their temporal dynamics 10, 11 . A sudden large amplitude event is considered as extreme when it deviates from a nominal value by a few standard deviations [12] [13] [14] . This draws attention of researchers to recreate extreme events in dynamical systems and to develop an understanding of the mechanisms of their origin.
A local instability leads to the origin of this occasional large deviation from the nominal value when the trajectory of a dynamical system arrives near a region of instability in state space 15 . Interior crisis 16, 17 is identified as one possible reason for the origin of extreme events in many dynamical models 14, [18] [19] [20] , experimental systems such as laser systems 21 and electronic circuits 22, 23 . A chaotic attractor shows sudden, but occasional and recurrent large expansion in size that is manifested as intermittent bursting out of the phase-space region within which the attractor was originally confined before a crisis. Such an abrupt transition also occurs in dynamical systems where a laminar phase (or almost periodic oscillation) encounters intermittent transition to a turbulent flow or a chaotic flow of larger amplitude 24, 25 . In a micro-elector-mechanical system, such rare transitions are also found to occur between coexisting orbits via sliding bifurcation 26 . In multistable systems, on the other hand, a sudden transition from one state to another causes an extreme event under the influence of noise 22 . Noise is responsible for intermittent switching between coexisting states 27, 28 . Manifestation of extreme events has also been reported in coupled systems. The trajectory of the coupled systems, after realization of synchrony above a critical coupling, mos of the time lies on a synchronization manifold. This trajectory occasionally travels away from the sync manifold along the transverse direction due to local instability originated by the presence of noise or parameter mismatch. This is called attractor bubbling, appearing via bubbling transition 29, 30 , and blow-out bifurcation 10, 31, 32 leading to the origin of occasional extraordinary large events, which are classified as extreme events 31, 33, 34 . Besides originating extreme events-like behavior in dynamical systems, an urgent task is prediction of extreme events, althoigh it is very difficult. So far some attempts have been made in search of early warning of extreme events 35, 36 , but with not so much success. Even in deterministic dynamical systems, this is a challenging issue of current research 15, 33, 37 . Understanding the origin of this complex dynamical process is a first priority before prescribing any algorithm for prediction of extreme events.
In this paper, a laser based Ikeda map is considered for our study where a sudden large expansion of a chaotic attractor via interior crisis has been reported earlier 17 . This sudden transition of the attractor may not always lead to a permanently enhanced attractor of larger size. Sudden expansion of the attractor could be intermittent, which we claim as showing signatures of extreme events as supported by statistical properties of long term temporal evolution of the system variables. The parameter regions of extreme events are located in the Ikeda map. Furthermore, we study two coupled Ikeda maps, first using a simple diffusive coupling and then a threshold controlled coupling, which provide interesting information how we can trigger and terminate extreme events in the system. It is shown that a purely diffusive mutual interaction between two maps never could terminate, but produce only synchronous extreme events-like intermittent spiking. On the other hand, a thresholdactivated coupling is able to suppress extreme events for a range of mutual interactions, although, events are occurring in an uncorrelated manner in the coupled systems.
II. MODEL
We consider a simplified version 38 of the Ikeda map
where z n = x n + iy n i = √ −1 . The model describes the evolution of laser in a ring cavity under the intracavity complex field inside the resonator. The real valued two dimensional Ikeda map is derived
where A is the laser input amplitude, B is the coefficient of reflectivity of the partially reflecting mirrors of the cavity, w n = 1 + x 2 n + y 2 n and k is the laser-empty-cavity detuning, and p measures the detuning due to the presence of a nonlinear medium in the cavity 39 . We kept A = 0.85, B = 0.9, k = 0.4 fixed all throughout the text and consider p as a control parameter, when we are able to originate extreme events-like spiking behavior.
III. RESULTS
We take a long run (1.0 × 10 10 iterations) of y n , measure the minimum values, P n = min(y n ), and estimate their mean µ = P n and standard deviation σ = P 2 n − µ 2 . An event is then classified as extreme when it crosses a threshold, T = µ − dσ. Noteworthy that there is no strict quantitative definition of extreme events so far, especially, in natural surroundings; even a smaller event can make huge damage of infrastructure and life. An arbitrary threshold limit of d (4 to 8), that indicates a few standard deviation away from the nominal value of a time series or temporal evolution of a state varible, is effectively used to classify extreme events in many dynamical systems 13, 14, 23, 34, 40 . We choose d = 5, in our work, and extreme events are lower than the value T since the events are negativevalued. To compute this threshold value a long run of iteration is taken until T becomes saturated. Temporal dynamics and phase portraits of the iterated Ikeda map are shown in Fig. 1 with changing p. Left panels show temporal behaviors of y n , and the corresponding phase portraits (x n vs. y n ) are plotted in the right panels. Figure 1 (a) shows temporal evolution of pre-crisis bounded chaos for p = 7.265. No large spike or burst is observed here, accordingly, its trajectory is shown bounded in a dense region of phase-space in Fig. 1(b) . Occasional large amplitude spikes are seen in Fig. 1 (c) for a larger value of p = 7.275. The phase portrait in Fig. 1 (d) reveals a dense blue region, but the trajectory shows an extended region of sparsely distributed points (blue dots) representing the occasional large spikes as shown in the temporal dynamics in Fig.1(c) . Their inter-event return time are irregular and distinctly large, which signify their rare occurrence. We classify those intermittent large events as extreme by applying the threshold measure T on the state variable y n ; horizontal red lines represents the qualifier threshold T in the left panels. For a larger p = 7.285, more frequent large amplitude events are seen in Fig. 1(e) . Accordingly, the outer periphery of the phase portrait in Fig. 1 (f) no more remains sparse compared to Fig. 1(d) . For a larger p = 7.295, very frequent spiking is seen in Fig. 1(g ), but no large spike exceeds the threshold T and thereby fail to qualify as extreme events. The frequent large spikes increase the mean value µ, which causes to raise the T value. Figure 1 (h) is dense now; the trajectory now travels the enlarged phase space very frequently, basically enlarging the bounded chaos in size permanently (cf. Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(h) ).
A bifurcation diagram is plotted in Fig. 2(a) to visualize the changing scenario with p that indicates a critical point p = p c (interior crisis, indicated by a black arrow) where the size of the attractor abruptly expands from a pre-crisis bounded chaos. At the crisis point, y max becomes suddenly large when the trajectory of the system starts occasional travel to a larger phase space away from the bounded dense region as shown in Fig.1(d) . For a gradual increase of p beyond this crisis point, the attractor remains larger due to occasional far away travel, however, y max becomes more denser. The threshold T plot (red line) recognizes emergence of extreme events beyond the crisis point until p = 7.29. This corroboartes the pre-crisis and post-crisis scenarios in phase space and their temporal dynamics in Fig. 1 . We do not repeat how interior crisis emerges in Ikeda map since it has already been established earlier 16, 17 for this system. Our focus is rather on evidence of extreme events, and statistical distribution of events and inter-event interval (IEI), which
are not yet explored, to the best of our knowledge. 
where min(y n ) is a minimum value of y n observed in a long-time series. Figure 2 (b) plots d max with varying p that clearly identifies a critical point when the sudden expansion of attractor occurs that is expressed as occasional large spiking events to turn on. It shows strong fluctuation in the pre-crisis region, which stop fluctuating and a monotonic decreasing trend follows in the post-crisis region due to increasingly more frequent occurrence of large spiking. The crisis point p = p c is almost exactly identified from this d max plot. A window of p interval is noticed where extreme events continue to emerge in the system, and it matches with the bifurcation plot of y min above. It starts at p c where crisis starts and turns off at a higher p where the d max curve intersects the horizontal line d = d max = 5, which is used to define our extreme value threshold, T = µ − dσ. Beyond this p window, d max (p) value is almost saturated when spiking becomes more frequent and lost the character of extreme events, when it attains a larger nominal value. The system has one stable fixed point with two coexisting unstable fixed points. The basin of attraction of the system is plotted in Fig. 3 situated on a site close to the chaotic attractor around which it evolves, which introduces the interior crisis 16 . Another saddle point (1.537, −2.754) is located on this basin boundary, and this basin boundary is the stable manifold of that saddle point. We have checked that the basin boundary of the system remains unchanged for other values of p = 7.265 (bounded chaos), p = 7.285 (frequent extreme event) and p = 7.295 (non-extreme event).
The statistical properties of events are presented in Fig. 4 for two selected values of the parameter p (= 7.275 and 7.285) from the post-crisis regime. The probability density functions (PDF) of event heights P n are shown where long-tail distribution of events 41 are noticed in both the cases. The vertical red lines represent our pre-assigned critical threshold T , which shifts to a larger P n value for the second case (p = 7.285), when event spikes becomes more frequent. The slope λ increases with p and it is consistent with our observation of temporal dynamics that number of events are more frequent with increasing p.
The role of other system parameters on the origin of extreme events are also checked. Here we scan the parameter space for extreme events taking two sets of parameters, (p, A), (p, B), separately. To delineate the regions of extreme events and the non-extreme events, in parameter space, a measure v EE = y min − T is defined, where y min = min n∈Z {y n }. As discussed earlier, an event is defined as extreme if it exceeds the threshold T , and in our case, it is when y min < T . For no-extreme events, in an entire time series, not a single spike crosses the threshold, i.e., when y n ≥ T is maintained. Therefore v EE will be negative if the event occurs at least once in an entire time series, and positive otherwise. The extreme events and no-extreme events regions are marked by color bar using this measure. The blue regions correspond to the extreme event. Two phase diagrams in Fig. 5 convincingly prove that extreme events are not restricted to our selected parameters, but exists in a reasonably large parameter range of (p, A) and (p, B). The parameter region of (p, k) is also checked that produces similar results, but not presented here.
IV. COUPLED IKEDA MAP
Next, we address a relevant question if it is possible to continue with extreme-events-like rare and recurrent large spiking events in two or more mutually interacting Ikeda maps. It may provide a clue how mobilites or a diffusion of resources may influence the extent of extreme events. Is it possible to terminate such large events by mutual exchange of information or dispersal related diffuion between patches, say, in an ecological setting? We consider two maps and first use a diffusive coupling,
where n is an integer, be the interaction strength, We consider a set of identical parameters for both the maps, each of them put into the post-crisis regime, in isolation. A bifurcation diagram y 1,2 min , the local minima (blue and red dots) of two system variables, y 1,n and y 2,n are plotted in Fig. 6(a) with varying . It clearly shows that two maps continue with extreme events in an incoherent manner in the range of small mutual interactions. Large events appear in both the systems incoherently (blue and red dots). Figure 6(b) verifies the desynchronised events, where a y 1,n vs. y 2,n plot indicates the synchronization manifold for a coupling strength = 0.2. Both the systems suddenly turns off all large events at a critical strength = 0.3. Here a large shrinking in the size of the attractors is seen undergoing a reverse process to periodic motion. We do not focus on this non-event parameter window, at this point, which is not our interest of study now. However, for a further increase of , extreme events returns suddenly, when both the systems generate such events in a synchronous manner. Coherence or synchrony of events is verified in Fig. 6(c) , by another y 1,n vs. y 2,n plot for = 0.4.
Alternatively, if we introduce a bidirectional threshold-activated-coupling 43 , we do not find synchronous extreme events in the coupled maps. Hwever, this coupling introduces a smooth variation of extreme events. If y i,n (i th oscillator) exceeds a critical value y c , a feedback information is transferred to its neighboring j th oscillator with a scaling factor , i.e.
Using this threshold-activated-coupling, the coupled system is defined as
where is the strength of interaction or a scaling factor, as usual, θ(x) = 1 if x > 0 and 0 otherwise. Time evolution exhibits occasional large deviation as long as the two sub-systems are isolated. At first, time series of y 1,n and y 2,n are plotted for = 0 to demonstrate extreme events in isolation. When the coupling is switched-on, the large deviation slowly decays towards it's bounded behaviour with increasing . At n = 3 × 10 5 when = 0.4, the extreme events are almost suppressed in subsystem-2 ( Fig.7(b) ), but subsystem-1 ( Fig. 7(a) ) till continues with large events, when at least one large spike crosses the threshold height T . By turning on the coupling with a larger strength = 0.5 at time n = 5 × 10 5 , spiking events continues, but never cross the threshold. Finally, all events are terminated restoring the bounded chaos for large interaction = 1.0. Contrary to purely diffusive coupling, the threshold-activated-coupling is able to suppress extreme events above a critical value of = c and furthermore, no coherence of extreme events is seen. To make an impression about the critical point of coupling strength c where extreme events are terminated, two bifurcation diagrams are plotted for y 1,min and y 2,min in Fig. 8 for varying . The threshold T for both the state variables y 1,min and y 2,min are added with the plots in red curves. The choice of parameters of isolated maps are set for the generation of extreme events as shown above. With a gradual increase of , the local minima of peaks gradually increases. Above a critical value of c , all the negative spikes P n are now confined above the T line, and extreme events are terminated there. Finally, beyond a larger value, the coupled system generates only bounded chaos. A phase diagram in Fig. 9 represents an overview of the triggering and termination of extreme events in a p − plane. is varied in the range [0, 1] and the system parameter p taken in a range [7.26, 7.3] . To distinguish the regions of extreme events and no-extreme events, we use the v EE condition once again as discussed above. We notice that for all values of p ∈ [7.269, 7 .291] for which the uncoupled system ( = 0) exhibits extreme events, there by tuning the coupled strength it can be suppressed above a critical value.
V. CONCLUSION
A laser based Ikeda map was shown earlier that it encounters an interior crisis leading to a large expansion of a chaotic attractor. It was overlooked then that such large expansion of the attractor could be either an intermittent or a permanent phenomenon. In particular, we focus on intermittent expansion of the attractor at a post-crisis parameter regine and showed that this phenomenon carries the signatures of extreme events as usually elaborated in current literature. The pre-crisis and post-crisis regions in parameter space are separated where the extreme events emerged and stopped. A threshold size limit of events is defined to assign extreme events and delineate the parameter regions of existence of extreme events and showed that it prevailed in a reasonably large parameter space of the relevant system parameters. The statistical properties of extreme events were studied that confirmed the signatures of the haunted phenomenon. PDF of events heights for two selective post-crisis parameters show long-tailed distribution, which confimed rare and recurrent nature of typical extreme events in dynamical systems. PDFs of IEI are also plotted for two concerned parameters, which follow Poisson-like distribution. We extended the work to two mutually interacting Ikeda maps. It was shown that a purely diffusive interaction failed to turn off extreme events for a large range of interaction, however, it generated synchronous occurrence extreme events. Alternatively, a threshold-activated-coupling generated only asynchronous extreme events and smoothly suppresssed the extreme events with increasing interaction between the maps.
